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1. Geology, Land and Water Quality
Applicant

1.1

Main assessment area - Geology
Please set out the minimum distances that will be maintained between caverns
and the KS-2 and BYL-1faults and an explanation as to why that distance is
considered adequate to prevent any interaction between individual caverns and
these faults.

1.1.1 As explained in Document 10.2 [REP2-005] answers to Q1.4 and Q1.18, the minor
faults KS2 and BYL1 are indeed very minor features and will be fully sealed and
gas tight in common with other marl-salt boundaries in these strata. It is
advisable to avoid solution mining directly across these features as this could
lead to irregularities in cavity shape. Maintaining a minimum 2-radii margin also
ensures no significant dilation (micro-cracking due to the low pressures in the
cavity) could extend to these features in gas operation.
1.1.2 In actual fact, as shown on the seismic maps (Document 9.1 [APP-191] Appendix
1), the proposed cavities will be at least 3 radii from the closest points of KS2 and
BYL1.

Applicant

1.2

Main assessment area - Geology
Document 9.3 in the application (APP-193) provides information on gas cavity
design and capacity. Please clarify why the base cavern depths shown in appendix
3 to Document 9.3 differ from the cavern bottom depths shown in appendix 4.
Which of these depths will be used in cavern design?

1.2.1 The “base cavern” depth shown in Appendix 3 to Document 9.3 [APP-193] is the
lowest level of cavern development or the bottom of the drilled hole as labelled
in the Cavern Geometry Diagram in Appendix 2 to Document 9.3. In Appendix 4
to Document 9.3, “Cavern Bottom Depth” refers to an estimation of the depth of
the bottom of the free volume of the cavern or the level of the top of the fallen
debris. This latter dimension is used in the calculation of the working gas volume.
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Applicant

1.3

Main assessment area - Geology
You have amended the draft DCO to include a provision that would limit the depth
of each cavern to a maximum drilling depth of no more than 33m below the
bottom of the 30 feet marls formation identified in the seismic survey report. The
intention, as discussed at the ISH on 25 and 26 May, is to ensure that a minimum
of 10 m of salt is retained between the base of the cavern and the Bollin
mudstone. The Table in section 7 of the Seismic survey report (Doc 9.1, APP-191)
provides depth data for the top of the marl bands and for the Bollin mudstone.
This suggests that for a number of the caverns there is not enough separation
between these two layers to allow for 33 m of drilling and still leave a cushion of
10 m of salt. Please consider whether the proposed drafting meets the objectives
discussed at the ISH.

1.3.1 The Bollin Mudstone is a tight deposit and it can be seen on the ELAN log for
Drakelow 2A Plate 3 [REP3-025] that the top 20m+ is made of mixed marl and
salt, very similar in nature to the 30ft marl band. The formal delineation of the
strata from Northwich Halite to Bollin Mudstone in this area is somewhat
subjective, but the distinction is made after the last clean band of salt and not at
the full onset of mudstone. The Bollin Mudstone is not considered as a gas
leakage pathway. Moreover, a layer of brine and insoluble material covers the
cavity floor and creates an extra barrier against gas penetration. As shown in
Document 9.3 Appendix 2 [APP-193] approximately 50m of fallen insoluble
debris and brine will separate the stored gas from the bottom of the drilled hole.
1.3.2 The statement "a minimum length of 10m is required between the cavern bottom
and the salt bottom level" (Document 9.3) is a guide that has been used in the
calculations of the estimate of cavity volume. Indeed, Document 9.3 Appendix 2
shows the dimension to be 5-10 m. In essence, the aim of the cavity design is to
ensure that as much of the salt as possible is used in the creation of the cavity
without unnecessarily drilling through to the Bollin Mudstone. Drilling will be
stopped towards the bottom of the salt strata and based on the data gathered
from the drilling process the cavity solution mining tubes and blanket will be set
to leave 5-10m of salt unmined at the base of the strata. As detailed in
Document 9.2 [APP-192] section 7.1.1 a well integrity test will be completed
prior to solution mining. The pressure applied validates the integrity of the base
of the well.
1.3.3 Using the seismic surveys to assess the thickness between the 30ft marl band
and the bottom of the salt strata is inaccurate, as the calculation involves
calculating a small difference between two large numbers which are both subject
to a margin of error. While there are variations in the overall thickness of the
strata, learning from previous projects shows that drilling up to 33m below the
base of the 30ft marl band delivers the cavity design criteria without any risk to
integrity.
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Applicant

1.4

Main assessment area – Land
Is it the intention that all soil excavated as part of the development of the project?
Have the volumes of soil involved been estimated to ensure that these can be
accommodated in bunds or other on-site locations? If so how is that secured in
the DCO?

1.4.1 The Applicant can confirm that all soil excavated as part of the development will
be used on site, either in the landscaping earth mounds / bunds or, in the case of
topsoil, spread locally on the surrounding land. Subsoil will be stored separately
from topsoil and only on areas stripped of topsoil. Subsoil and topsoil will not be
mixed. All soil bunds and stripped areas will be (re)surfaced with topsoil to
ensure adequate landscape plant cover or return to agriculture.
1.4.2 The Applicant can confirm that it has made estimates of the likely volumes of
topsoil and subsoil generated from the temporary and permanent work areas
based on previous project experience, measurements of thickness of topsoil and
the required areas of proposed development. The Applicant is confident that
these soil volumes can be accommodated in the soil bunds shown, both
temporary and permanent, on the various landscaping plans without exceeding
the maximum height of 3m, and without causing unstable slope angles.
1.4.3 The Applicant accepts that (with the exception of contaminated soil, should any
be found), no topsoil or subsoil is to be exported or imported to or from the site
during construction or operation. The Applicant has included a statement to this
effect within paragraph 5.2.13 of the revised draft CEMP (Rev 3), and a
requirement to this effect within Requirement 6 of Schedule 2 of the draft DCO
(Rev 5), both submitted at deadline 5.
Applicant

1.5

Main assessment area - Water Quality
Requirement 12(2) sets conditions for the diversion of streams or watercourses.
At the ISH it was suggested that temporary diversion of watercourses might be
necessary while crossings were installed. Please set out what diversions would be
required and how these have been taken into account in the ES.

1.5.1 The Applicant can confirm that there will be no permanent diversions to streams
or watercourses required as part of the development, and that it is not
anticipating any temporary diversions of watercourse being required.
1.5.2 Puddinglake Brook is the only significant (main river) water course within the
site, although in reality it normally has a very low flow. There are also a couple of
water filled ditches within the site that flow into Puddinglake Brook.
1.5.3 The Project has proposed a number of site road crossings and pipeline /service
crossings for these water courses, which have already been licenced by the
9

1.5.4

1.5.5
•
•
•
•
•
1.5.6

1.5.7

1.5.8

1.5.9
•
•
•

•
•

Environment Agency under section 109 of the Water Resources Act 1991. The
application for these crossings included civil construction drawings for their
approval. In granting the licence for these crossings, the Environment Agency has
not sought a further Environmental Impact Assessment, construction details
above those supplied or further mitigation measures other than those conditions
attached to the licence (Licence reference NW_South_2014_347) (Doc ref: 5.3
CMP Appendix 5)[APP-177].
The details of the proposed crossings will be finalised in consultation with the
Environment Agency and the local planning authority. The proposed crossing
works will be undertaken in a dry period when water flow is small.
The proposed construction method for the road crossings includes:
Preconstruction ecological survey;
Installation of temporary sediment trap, such as straw bales downstream of
the proposed crossing works;
Limited scraping of the sides and base of the stream, to remove loose silt and
vegetation;
Installation of preformed conduit, followed by packing with suitable aggregate;
and
Completion of surface civil works / road construction.
It is not anticipated that any of these road crossing works will require diversion
or over-pumping of the stream as they can all be accommodated with modest
water flow.
The preferred method for most pipeline and cable crossings will be by directional
drilling or micro tunnelling, below the bed of the stream from one side to the
other, thus there will be no disturbance to the water course or interruption to
flow.
In a limited number of cases it may be necessary to “open cut” the water course
crossing. In this case, the proposed crossing works will be undertaken in a dry
period when water flow is small. The details of the proposed crossing will be
finalised in consultation with the Environment Agency and the local planning
authority.
The proposed construction method for “open cut” service crossings includes:
Preconstruction ecological survey;
Installation of temporary sediment trap downstream of the works;
A temporary dam upstream of the works and a pump (with a filter on the inlet).
The period of over-pumping will be kept to a minimum and always less than 12
hours, unless by specific agreement with the local planning authority;
Installation of conduits, together with any necessary preformed protection
slabs to accommodate the pipes or services; and
Reforming the water course base and sides at the original levels and locations
as prior to the works, using the previously excavated material. This will be done
before over-pumping is stopped.
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1.5.10 The Environmental Impact Assessment included a study of Puddinglake Brook for
both otters and water voles but found little of interest (ES paragraphs 8.11.17
and 8.11.19) [APP-179] and considered general effects of construction on water
quality (ES paragraph 7.6.3).
1.5.11 The Environmental Statement lists at paragraph 8.10.1 those items with
potential to impact on habitats, including the alterations to drainage regimes.
Consideration is given to loss of habitat, exclusion of species and barriers to the
movement of animals amongst other issues. ES paragraph 8.11.6 recognises
small sections of Puddinglake Brook are likely to be affected during construction.
However, these are not considered to be significant, given their size and the local
prevalence of similar habitat (ES 8.11.7).
1.5.12 The ES reports at paragraphs 8.9.16 and 8.9.17 that no evidence of otters was
found within the site. The brook has few suitable areas for holts or couches and
is too shallow to provide much foraging opportunity. The ES reports at 8.9.18
that the brook has very low habitat suitability for water vole and no signs of
water voles were identified.
1.5.13 The ES paragraphs 8.11.18 and 8.11.19 consider the impacts on otters and water
voles further, but again concludes that they will not be significant, provided the
identified mitigation measures are undertaken. There are further details of the
assessment of otters and water voles in the Ecology Annex G to the
Environmental Statement [APP-180].
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2

Ecology
Applicant

2.1

The Main Assessment Area, Whitley Pumping Station and Runcorn outfall
The applicant has agreed to carry out an ecological survey of the Whitley
Pumping Station site. Can a survey also be provided for the Runcorn
outfall/Telford wall site?

2.1.1 The Applicant has completed a preliminary ecological survey of both the Whitley
Pumping Station site and the Runcorn Telford Wall site. The results from this
survey have been annexed to the revised draft CEMP (Rev 3) submitted at
deadline 5. (ref: draft CEMP Annex 3).
2.1.2 The preliminary survey will be followed by a full detailed survey prior to the start
of construction and following development consent, to ensure that the most up
to date information is available.
2.1.3 The revised draft CEMP (Rev 3) also includes commitment to the basic
requirements of the proposed mitigation measures to address the areas of
interest from the preliminary ecological survey. These mitigation measures will
be further developed and agreed with the local planning authority prior to the
start of construction at each site, as part of the biodiversity management plan
process included within the CEMP. (ref: draft CEMP paragraph 5.2.17).

Applicant

2.2

The Main Assessment Area
The confidential barn owl survey was carried out in 2014. Can this be updated
to ascertain the current status of the barn owl boxes?

2.2.1 The Applicant has resurveyed the barn owl boxes referenced in the ES Annex F
[APP-184]. The results of this latest survey are annexed to the revised draft CEMP
(Rev 3) submitted at deadline 5. (ref: draft CEMP Annex 4).
2.2.2 In summary, the Applicant can confirm that there is no sign of Barn Owl activity
at any of the previously reported Barn Owl boxes.
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Applicant

2.3

The Main Assessment Area
Please confirm that barn owl boxes provided as mitigation for other projects
will be reopened following construction and whether temporary boxes
provided during construction can be retained. Please also confirm that any
barn owl boxes will be at least 60m from general construction work and 175m
from any heavy construction work.

2.3.1 The Applicant can confirm that barn owl boxes provided as mitigation for other
projects that are required to be temporarily closed will be reopened following
the end of construction in that area. Any new barn owl boxes provided during
construction of the proposed Project will be retained at the end of construction.
The Applicant has amended the draft CEMP (Rev 3) submitted at deadline 5 to
include this provision. (ref: draft CEMP paragraph 5.2.8).
2.3.2 The Applicant can also confirm that any new barn owl boxes will be at least 60m
from general construction work and 175m from any heavy construction work.
The location of the proposed new barn owl boxes will be agreed with the local
planning authority prior to the start of construction in the relevant area as part
of the biodiversity management plan process included within the CEMP.
2.3.3 In addition, the Applicant has added to the draft CEMP (Rev 3) submitted at
deadline 5, a commitment to reinstate the damaged barn owl box found in the
2016 survey.
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3

Noise and Vibration
Applicant

3.1

Main assessment area – Noise and vibration
Table 9.3 predicted construction noise levels assumes 07:00-19:00 working.
Since noisy activities are supposed to be restricted to between 08:00-18:00,
the assessment potentially averages noise emissions over a longer time
period and may underestimate construction noise impacts. Please confirm
predicted construction noise levels assuming 08:00-18:00 averaging period,
when noisy construction operations will occur.

3.1.1 The calculations were carried out assuming constant noise emission over the
working period. Therefore, the noise level over a period from 0700 to 1900
hours is the same as from 0800 to 1800 hours.
Applicant

3.2

Main assessment area – noise and vibration
At the ISH a question was raised about night time noise emissions from the
construction compound e.g. due to generators. The applicant stated that no
generator would be required to operate at night. Can this be secured
through the CEMP?

3.2.1 The Applicant can confirm that there will be no (mobile / temporary) electrical
generators deployed at night (between the hours 19:00 and 07:00) at the
construction village compound, main construction compound or other temporary
construction compounds, with the exception of the drilling compounds during
night time drilling activities.
3.2.2 The revised draft CEMP (Rev3) submitted at deadline 5 has been amended to
include commitment to the above obligation. (ref: draft CEMP paragraph 5.2.9).
3.2.3 The drilling rig setup including associated equipment is required to run 24 hours
per day at times and will require the use of mobile generators for power and
lighting. However, an assessment of noise from this equipment has been
included within the noise assessment process for the proposed Project. Mobile /
temporary generators used in drilling operations are fitted with good standards
of sound insulation / mitigation.
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Applicant

3.3

Main assessment area – noise and vibration
The CEMP (paragraph 5.2.9) states that “If construction works are required
outside of these core hours then method statements and risk assessments
will be required to be submitted to the local planning authority for
approval.” Please confirm whether this statement is intended to refer to the
exceptional activities listed or whether it applies to other construction
activities.

3.3.1 The Applicant can confirm that the construction works outside of the core hours
are only those exceptional activities listed. There will be no other construction
works outside of the core hours.
3.3.2 The Applicant has modified the words in the revised draft CEMP (Rev 3)
submitted at deadline 5 to make this explicit. (ref: draft CEMP paragraph 5.2.9).
Applicant

3.4

Main assessment area – noise and vibration
Table 9.5 of the ES predicts unmitigated exceedence of the 45dB night time
noise threshold due to drilling. Paragraph 9.14.2 of the ES relating to general
construction noise mitigation suggests that 10dB can reasonably be expected.
Please provide evidence (ideally with reference to measured noise data) to
support the achievement of >10dBA reduction in noise levels at Receptors 8,
10, 11 and 12, which avoids significant effects occurring in these locations.

3.4.1 The mitigation applied to drilling operations is described in the ES paragraph
9.10.7 and 9.14.3. The levels of noise associated with drilling were set out in
Document 10.2 [REP2-005] paragraph 3.14.1. The source reference for a very
effectively mitigated drilling rig is provided at Annex 1 to this document.
3.4.2 While the actual drilling rig used may vary from that described in the attached
report, the document shows that it is possible to mitigate the critical drilling
noise sources.
3.4.3 Noise standards will be set out in the specification and selection of the drilling rig
for the Project. Drilling rig noise can be validated and mitigated on the first
drilled well before moving to the wells closest to the sensitive noise receptors.
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Applicant

3.5

Main assessment area – noise and vibration
NPS EN-4 (section 2.9) refers to the need to consider the operation of gas
storage in both free flow and compression modes. At the ISH it was stated
that the worst case had been assessed in considering noise during operation.
Please provide further information on the different levels of noise to be
expected in free flow and compression operations and how these have been
taken into account in the ES.

3.5.1 NPS EN-4 (section 2.9) highlights that noise can arise during both free-flow mode,
such as from pressure let down, and compression mode, such as from
compressors or motor drives. In the Environmental Impact Assessment for the
Project noise associated with all plant systems, including that associated with
free-flow and compression, has been considered, as detailed in Environmental
Statement Noise Annex A Figure 13-03-01/HOL/60/1003, (Document 6.2) [APP180].
3.5.2 To calculate the worst case noise that will be generated by the plant, as
necessary for the Environmental Impact Assessment, it has been assumed that all
plant systems are running simultaneously, as will occur as the plant moves from
the free-flow mode to compression mode. Noise generated during sustained free
flow mode would not include noise sources G2-G5 and G8-G9 (Figure 13-0301/HOL/60/1003 Noise Annex A); while noise generated during sustained
compression mode would not include noise source G15, so as such these
individual modes would be less noisy than the calculated case.
3.5.3 There are a number of other variants to the operating mode, depending on
whether cavities are being first filled with natural gas and the phase of operation
of the glycol absorption and regeneration systems, which, relative to the
Environmental Impact Assessment worse case, will generate less noise.
Applicant

3.6

Main assessment area – noise and vibration
Will loudspeakers be used to communicate with staff on the site either during
construction or operations? If so how has this been taken into account in the
noise assessment?

3.6.1 There will be no loudspeaker (public address) system used to communicate with
staff during construction or operations.
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Applicant

CEMP (rev2) includes a limit on night time noise. Please consider a similar
limit on daytime noise in line with the assessment of daytime noise in the ES.

3.7
3.7.1 The Applicant can confirm that it has added a requirement for the control of
daytime noise during construction to the draft CEMP (Rev3) submitted at
deadline 5. (Ref: draft CEMP paragraph 5.2.9). Such that “The scheme for noise
management must require that the site attributable noise during construction in
the day shall be below, as far as is reasonably practicable, a level of 65dB LAeq,
07:00 to 19:00 hours at 1m from the façade of the noise sensitive receptors of
Table 9.3 of the Environmental Statement.”
3.7.2 It should be recognised that limited short term exceedance of this value is not
likely to cause significant disturbance, but it would be impractical to never
exceed this value. A higher threshold could lead to a greater overall impact.
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4

Air Quality
Applicant

4.1

The assessment of potential impacts of aerial emissions in the ES is based on
specific stack parameters, including internal diameter (ES Table 10.5). These
internal diameters are not reflected in the dimensions set out in Table 1 of
Requirement 2 in the draft DCO which only sets external dimensions. The
applicant has argued in its Deadline 4 response that since emissions to air
are small it is not necessary to specify the internal dimensions. However in
order for the development to be consistent with the emissions as assessed
in the ES and in the absence of an environmental permit the stack
parameters set out in Table 10.5 need to be observed. Please re-consider
the inclusion of maximum internal stack diameters in Requirement 2.

4.1.1 The Applicant accepts the suggestion to include maximum internal stack
diameters in Table 1 of Requirement 2 matching the parameters specified in ES
Table 10.5, and has modified the draft DCO (Rev 5) submitted at deadline 5
accordingly. (ref: DCO Requirement 2).
Applicant

4.2

An Environmental Management System for commercial operation compliant
with ISO14001 is referred to in the CEMP (paragraph 2.5.1). How will this be
secured for the operational period of the project?

4.2.1 The Applicant has inserted a new requirement (Requirement 23) in the draft DCO
(Rev 5) submitted at deadline 5 to secure compliance with ISO14001 or a similar
recognised environmental standard. (ref: DCO Requirement 23).
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5

Traffic and Transport
Applicant

5.1

Main assessment area – Traffic
Please clarify, as discussed at the ISH, whether the traffic assessment for
cars arriving at the site has been based on a maximum of 300 cars a day
arriving at the site (ES paragraph 12.4.5) or 150 cars (ES Table(sic) {Figure}
12.4).

5.1.1 The Applicant can confirm that ES paragraph 12.4.5 is in error and should say “In
terms of vehicle impacts, at the peak of the programme, it is expected that some
150 two-way vehicle movements per day will be generated into and out of the
Project site”. This is based on 300 peak staff (p 12.4.4) with a car occupancy level
of two persons per vehicle (p 12.4.3).
5.1.2 Figure 12.4 is correct and the subsequent assessment of traffic impacts remains
correct.
Applicant

5.2

Whitley Pumping Station – Traffic
Please set out how the arrangements for construction traffic at this site
meet the concerns raised by CWCC in its written representation of 27 April
2016.

5.2.1 The Applicant has set out further details about parking and traffic at the Whitley
site to meet the concerns raised by CWCC in a separate document titled
“Applicant’s Further Responses to Written Representations”, dated 4th July 2016,
Doc Ref: 10.11, submitted at deadline 5.
5.2.2 In summary, the Applicant has produced an indicative plan to show parking
arrangements and has modified the draft CEMP (Rev 3) submitted at deadline 5
to ensure the impact on Marsh Lane is minimised and to address the points
raised by the council. (ref: draft CEMP paragraph 5.2.16).
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6

Landscape and Visual Impact
Applicant

6.1

Landscape and visual impact – Main assessment area
Draft landscaping plans have been provided (HOL/24/240-268, APP-050 077). Please include these as documents to be certified in the DCO Article
35 and referenced in Requirement 6 and the draft CEMP.

6.1.1 The Applicant has added Application drawings 13-03-01/HOL/24/240-264 and
266-268 [APP-050-077] to the Article 35 list of documents to be certified by the
Secretary of State in the draft DCO (Rev 5) submitted at deadline 5.
6.1.2 These same drawings have now been referenced in Requirement 6 of the draft
DCO and paragraph 5.2.13 of the draft CEMP (Rev 3) submitted at deadline 5.
Applicant

6.2

Landscape and visual impact – Main assessment area
Do the draft landscaping plans allow for bunds as now proposed of up to 3m
in height? How have these been taken into account in the ES?

6.2.1 As stated in the answer to question 1.4 above, the Applicant has estimated the
quantities of soil that are likely to be excavated and is confident that these
volumes can be accommodated within the planned temporary and permanent
earth bunds as shown on the landscaping plans 13-03-01/HOL/24/240-264 and
266-268 [APP-050-077].
6.2.2 The majority of these earth bunds will not exceed 2m and will avoid excessive
slope angles. In some cases the bunds may be up to 3m but these will mostly be
temporary soil storage associated with the gas processing plant construction
compound area / construction village.
6.2.3 The landscaping plans do show proposed soil bund areas but not heights. The
actual heights can be agreed with the local planning authority during detailed
design following development consent, as part of the landscape and visual
impacts plan process within the CEMP. (ref: draft CEMP paragraph 5.2.13).
6.2.4 The Applicant would like to draw attention to the following ES [APP-179]
paragraphs:
•
14.4.6 “General considerations – the establishment of planting and landscaping
measures” which includes the proposed soil bunds as shown on the
landscaping plans (Doc Ref 2.7.26 – 28)[APP-075 – 077];
•
14.5.6 “The topsoil will be used locally to form low bunds or mounds
surrounding the Gas Processing Plant area and other construction areas. These
will be planted with landscape plant screening... ”;
•
14.5.7 Includes similar comments for the solution mining compound; and
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14.5.8 “The early establishment of earthwork bunding and or hedgerow
planting, prior to or early within the construction programme, will help reduce
effects on the landscape and visual amenity during construction and drilling”.
6.2.5 Whilst the Environmental Impact Assessment does not specify a height, the
presence of existing shrub planted mounds of similar heights are already a
feature of the local landscape, surrounding existing gas storage wellheads and
the main site entrance area along King Street.
•

Applicant

6.3

Landscape and visual impact – Main assessment area
Please provide an assessment of night time lighting at a Viewpoints 3, 6, 8
and 9 in line with the assessments provided for other viewpoints.

6.3.1 The Applicant has revised the Environmental Statement Table 14.8 (Effects on
visual receptors) to include an assessment of night time lighting effects at each of
the viewpoints including 3, 6, 8 and 9. A copy of the revised table appears at
Annex 2.

6.4

Applicant
and the
Canal &
River Trust

Landscape and visual impact – Runcorn outfall
The landscape re-instatement proposals for the Telford Wall rely on passive
re-establishment of vegetation. Please confirm that this satisfies the
requirements of the Canal & River Trust Code of Practice. Please also
explain how passive re-establishment of vegetation will avoid runoff of
sediment from bare ground.

6.4.1 The Applicant can confirm that the detailed construction and restoration
methodology has yet to be finalised and agreed with the Canal & River Trust
(“Trust”), but this will form part of the detailed design process prior to
construction. The Applicant will seek to comply with the Code of Practice of the
Trust and in particular will comply with Part 2 Section 14 ‘The Environment’,
including Landscape and Pollution Protection.
6.4.2 The Applicant is required to agree all construction and restoration techniques
with the Trust under both the terms of the commercial agreement between the
Applicant and Trust, and the protective provisions in Part 3 of Schedule 9 of the
draft DCO.
6.4.3 The Applicant recognises that sediment runoff into the canal must be prevented
in all circumstances.
6.4.4 In summary, the areas of work can be divided into two main types:
•
the bridge foot area on the wider section of Telford Wall; and
•
the buried pipe section on the narrow masonry wall.
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6.4.5 There is already a stone track along the wider section of Telford Wall that ends
very close to the proposed bridge stanchion foot and buried pipeline section.
Thus land, soil and vegetation clearance in this area will be minimal. For the
bridge stanchion footing, the land profile is relatively flat. Only the absolute
minimum area required for creating the concrete support will be cleared. This
will be surrounded by undisturbed vegetation which will act as a sediment trap in
the event of heavy rain. Should any further precautions be necessary, such as
straw bales or sand bags, these measures will be agreed with the Trust. It is likely
that the area of disturbed ground surrounding the stanchion base will be less
than 1m width surrounding the base. In replacing any soil around this base, the
soil is likely to contain considerable plant material that will quickly re-establish
itself, however, this can be supplemented if necessary with a suitable grass seed.
6.4.6 In relation to the masonry wall section it is likely that the top section (including
any loose and fine material) will be removed from site. The edge of the flattened
top will be marked with barriers for safety that can include sandbags (if
necessary) to reduce runoff. The sides of the masonry wall will not be cleared of
vegetation and will therefore act as a natural sediment trap. Subject to detailed
design and agreement with the Trust, any replacement material or pipe bedding
is likely to be pea gravel or aggregate, possibly including a weak cement mix.
There will not be any loose or friable material left as the surface finish in this
area, thus silt runoff will not be an issue.
6.4.7 The draft CEMP already includes the requirement for a ‘Sediment Control Plan’
to be developed and agreed with the local planning authority and (under the
protective provisions) the Trust. (ref: draft CEMP paragraph 5.2.3).
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7

CEMP
Applicant

Please respond to the points raised by CWCC in paragraphs 16 – 20 of its
submission of 7 June.

7.1
7.1.1 The Applicant has responded to many of the points or issues raised by Cheshire
West and Chester Council in its submission of 7th June, including all of paragraphs
16 – 20, in a separate document titled “Applicant’s Further Responses to Written
Representations” dated 4th July 2016, Doc Ref: 10.11, submitted at deadline 5.
7.1.2 In summary, the Applicant has modified the draft CEMP (Rev 3) submitted at
deadline 5 to accommodate each of the points raised by the council in their
paragraphs 16 - 20. (ref: draft CEMP paragraphs 5.1.2, 5.1.4, 2.4.1, 2.4.3 and
5.2.8).
Applicant

7.2

In paragraph 5.2.5b ‘DWP’ should read ‘DMP’.
In paragraph 5.2.6 please add reference to the soil management plan being
in accordance with the DEFRA Soil Management Code of Practice as
committed to at paragraph 7.5.2 of the ES.

7.2.1 The Applicant can confirm that it has corrected paragraph 5.2.5(b) of the draft
CEMP (Rev3) submitted at deadline 5, with respect to ‘DMP’.
7.2.2 The Applicant can confirm that it has added a requirement for the soil
management plan to be in accordance with the DEFRA Soil Management Code of
Practice, to paragraph 5.2.6 of the draft CEMP (Rev 3) submitted at deadline 5.
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8

DCO Rev 4

Applicant

8.1

Article 2: Please consider whether the shorter definition of “maintain” used
in the recent Palm Paper CCGT Power Station decision would adequately
cover the requirements of this project. That definition is:
“maintain” includes, to the extent assessed in the environmental statement,
inspect, repair and adjust the authorised development; and any derivative of
“maintain” must be construed accordingly.

8.1.1 The Applicant accepts the suggestion of the shorter format style used in the Palm
Paper DCO but considers the scope more limited than that required. Thus the
Applicant proposes to include “refurbish” and “replace” as also used in the
Progress Power DCO.
8.1.2 The Applicant has revised the definition in the draft DCO (Rev 5) submitted at
deadline 5 to be ‘ “maintain” includes, to the extent assessed in the
environmental statement, inspect, repair, refurbish, replace and adjust the
authorised development; and any derivative of “maintain” must be construed
accordingly. ’
8.1.3 The Applicant has also addressed this point in paragraph 1.1.6 of its Further
Responses to Written Representations, which are submitted at deadline 5 along
with this document. (Doc Ref: 10.11)
Applicant

8.2

Article 2: In the definition of “Order land” in article 2, it is not clear what is
meant by the words “and described as such in the book of reference”. This
appears to mean land described as being required for the authorised
development, but it is not clear whether this would only cover the plots
described as class A in the book of reference (land to be acquired), or is this
also intended to cover the other classes (such as class B, subsurface freehold
only)? Is the intention to refer to all plots 1.01 to 5.01 or just some of them?
If the former is intended, would the definition be clearer as “land described
as plots 1.01 to 5.01 in the book of reference as shown on the land plans”?
Please review the wording.

8.2.1 The Applicant can confirm that the definition of “Order land” should cover all
plots 1.01 to 5.01 and thus accepts the suggestion to alter the definition to that
shown.
8.2.2 Consequently, the Applicant has revised the definition in the draft DCO (Rev 5)
submitted at deadline 5 to be ‘ “Order Land” means the land described as plots
1.01 to 5.01 in the book of reference as shown on the land plans; ’
8.2.3 It should be noted that Table 1 of the revised Book of Reference (Rev 2)[REP2026] submitted at deadline 2 in common with the original Book of Reference
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[APP-127] and the Land plans 13-03-01/HOL/24/610 – 617 [APP-011 - 018] refers
to the original article numbers (19, 21 and 22) of the draft DCO [APP-123] as
submitted with the Application, for the powers of compulsory acquisition.
However, these numbers have changed (20, 22 and 23) following the insertion of
a new article. Despite this, the interest in the land and powers sought remains
the same and clear. The Applicant proposes to reissue these documents (revised
full Book of Reference and revised full set of Land plans) when the article
numbers of the draft DCO can be considered to be fixed prior to the final
deadline. In addition, the Applicant remains hopeful that some plots can be
removed due to completion of commercial agreements with some of the
affected landowners.
8.2.4 For the avoidance of doubt the Applicant submits at Annex 3 a revised Table 1 for
the Book of Reference based on the current DCO article reference numbers and a
revised legend for the Land plans.
Applicant

Article 35 sets out plans to be certified. Please consider the addition to this
list of :

8.3
The preliminary study of gas cavern design (document ref 9.3);
The landscaping plans (document ref 2.7 HOL/24/240-268, APP-050 to -077).
(see also 6.1 above)
Please review the documentation to identify any other relevant documents
that should be certified as part of the DCO.

8.3.1 The Applicant has added the following documents to the Article 35 list of
documents to be certified by the Secretary of State in the draft DCO (Rev 5)
submitted at deadline 5:
•
The preliminary study of gas cavity design capacity (Doc ref: 9.3)[APP-193];
•
Application drawings 13-03-01/HOL/24/240-264 and 266-268 [APP-050-077];
•
Application drawing 13-03-01/HOL/24/405 [APP-083]; and
•
Application drawing 13-03-01/HOL/24/346 [APP-122].
8.3.2 The Applicant has reviewed the remaining list of documents and is satisfied that
no further additions are required.
Applicant

Requirement 3 provides for the final CEMP to ‘substantially reflect’ the draft
CEMP. Please consider amending this to ‘be in accordance with’.

8.4
8.4.1 The Applicant has amended the wording of Requirement 3, in the draft DCO (Rev
5) submitted at deadline 5, to state that the CEMP (for that part) must ‘be in
accordance with’ the draft CEMP.
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Applicant

8.5

Requirement 5: This has been amended to refer to ‘normal operation’
instead of ‘the operational phase’. Please set out what activities might fall
outside of the definition of normal operations and what levels of noise might
be associated with these.

8.5.1 Section 5 (paragraph 5.13) of the Project Overview (Doc ref: 8.1) [APP-190]
describes the construction programme for the proposed Project and
demonstrates that the operational phases of the Project overlap with
construction phases, i.e. at phase 3, year 6. The noise limits referred to in
Requirement 5 of the draft DCO relate to those associated with the operational
noise only.
8.5.2 There will be times of the operational phase where noise levels generated are
higher than the operational noise limits due to construction activities, such as
drilling, although generally in different locations.
8.5.3 Noise generated due to construction is fully characterised in the Environmental
Statement [APP-179] and construction noise limits are controlled through the
CEMP process.
Applicant

8.6

Requirement 6: Please consider the addition of a provision that the final
landscape scheme should be in accordance with the outline landscaping
plans. (see also 6.1and 8.2(sic) {8.3} above)

8.6.1 The Applicant has amended the wording of Requirement 6, in the draft DCO (Rev
5) submitted at deadline 5, to refer to the Application drawings 13-0301/HOL/24/240-264 and 266-268 [APP-050-077] and has added these same
drawings to the Article 35 list of documents to be certified by the Secretary of
State.
8.6.2 The Applicant has included the words “the landscaping scheme must be in
accordance with” the landscaping plans.
Applicant

8.7

Requirement 8: The requirement refers to “the s106 agreement” but this is
not defined in the DCO. Please provide a definition of the S106 agreement
for inclusion in A2 or, alternatively a reference plan from the application
document. Please also consider inclusion of the relevant document in the
list of documents to be certified by the Secretary of State.

8.7.1 The Applicant has amended the wording of Requirement 8, in the draft DCO (Rev
5) submitted at deadline 5, to refer to the routing plan, which is now defined in
Articles 2 and 35, to be Application drawing 13-03-01/HOL/24/405-B1 [APP-083].
Article 35 now lists this drawing to be certified by the Secretary of State.
8.7.2 For information - This same drawing is used as the routing plan within the
proposed Section 106 agreement.
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Annexes
1. Results of Noise Surveys on Larchford Drilling Rig at Larkwhistle Farm and Cold Hanworth
Wellsites and Noise Assessment for Albury Wellshite dated 18th January 2008 (Question 3.4)
2. Revised ES Table 14.8 (Question 6.3)
3. Revised Book of Reference Table 1 and revised legend to the Land plans (Question 8.2)
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Summary

This noise assessment report has been prepared by the Acoustics and Vibration Group of Bureau
Veritas (BV) as part of Star Energy’s application to Surrey County Council for consent to undertake
appraisal drilling at its Albury wellsite. The conclusions of the report are that the proposed drilling
operations can take place using the Larchford HH220 hydraulic rig, with a high degree of confidence
that Surrey County Council’s noise limitation requirements can be achieved, with an adequate margin
of safety.
The report initially gives the results of noise surveys and noise modelling for the Larchford HH220
drilling rig when it was drilling at Star Energy’s Larkwhistle Farm site, in Hampshire at a depth of
between 3,500 – 4,000 ft. It includes noise measurements under night-time downwind conditions at
distances of between 125 m and 440 m from the acoustic centre of the rig, site boundary noise
measurements, plant item noise and vibration measurements to determine radiated sound power
levels of constituent parts of the rig, and noise modelling of the rig to establish the degree of
correlation between predicted and measured off-site noise levels. The noise model was then refined
to maximise the correlation between prediction and off-site measurements in order to improve the
confidence level in the accuracy of noise model.
The results of the noise measurements at Larkwhistle Farm, and subsequent noise modelling clearly
indicated that, without further noise attenuation measures, the Surrey County Council (SCC) guideline
noise limits would be exceeded at the Albury wellsite. The mud pumps were determined to be
significant sources of noise, with the pump skid, pump body and cooling fan all radiating significant
levels of noise. In addition, noise control was identified as being required for the HPU and part of the
rig trailer.
Recommendations were made to reduce these sources of noise and a fully demountable acoustic
enclosure was subsequently designed and built for the mud pumps. Further noise tests were then
conducted on the Larchford drilling rig at Star Energy’s Cold Hanworth wellsite near Lincoln and these
tests identified that the overall sound power level of the mud pumps had successfully been reduced
by 16 dBA.
Recommendations were also made to install in-line high frequency pulse attenuators on the supply
side of the hydraulic power packs, but suitable attenuators with a pressure rating to suit the hydraulic
line maximum pressure could not be sourced. An alternative proven method of noise control has,
therefore, been adopted which is to install the whole HPU within its own demountable acoustic
enclosure, and with the HPU removed from its road trailer. It is anticipated that a reduction of
approximately 13 dBA in sound power level of the HPU will be achieved in this way.
An acoustic enclosure, vibration isolated from the body of the rig trailer, is also being designed and
fabricated to fit above and below the section of the rig trailer which is re-radiating hydraulic pump
noise. The Cold Hanworth noise measurements also identified a centrifuge as another significant
source of noise. This was not running during the Larkwhistle Farm noise tests. The centrifuge will
also be provided with an acoustic enclosure, which is estimated as capable of providing approximately
17 dBA reduction in overall sound power level.
The noise model for the proposed Albury appraisal drilling has been refined to take into account these
improvements to the Larchford drilling rig. An additional noise control measure to be adopted by Star
Energy is the erection of a 4.5 m high demountable sound absorbent noise barrier at the south-east
corner of the site to further protect the community to the south of the site. The output from the noise
model clearly indicates that these noise control measures will have the desired effect of ensuring that
Surrey County Council’s guideline night-time noise limits for temporary drilling operations will be
achieved.
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1

Introduction

1.1

This noise assessment report has been prepared by the Acoustics and Vibration Group of
Bureau Veritas (BV) to accompany Star Energy’s application to Surrey County Council for
consent to undertake appraisal drilling at its Albury wellsite. The report initially gives the
results of noise surveys and noise modelling for the Larchford drilling rig when drilling at Star
Energy’s Larkwhistle Farm site, in Hampshire. It includes noise measurements under nighttime downwind conditions at distances of between 125 m and 440 m from the acoustic centre
of the rig, site boundary noise measurements, sound power levels of constituent parts of the
rig determined from plant item noise and vibration measurements, and noise modelling of the
rig to establish the degree of correlation between predicted and measured off-site noise
levels.

1.2

The noise model has then been refined to improve its accuracy. It was clear from the
measurements at Larkwhistle Farm and the subsequent noise modelling that further noise
control measures would be required for the Larchford rig to enable it to drill appraisal wells at
Star Energy’s Albury wellsite in Surrey, without breach of the Surrey County Council noise
limits. Recommendations for noise treatment to the mud pumps, HPU and rig trailer were
made following the Larkwhistle tests.

1.3

This report also includes the results of further noise measurements on the Larchford rig when
drilling at Star Energy’s Cold Hanworth drillsite, Welton, near Lincoln. This determined the
benefits which had been provided by a fully demountable acoustic enclosure for the mud
pumps and helped to define the further noise reduction required for other rig components.
This included the HPU, part of the rig trailer and a centrifuge unit. The Albury noise model,
which had been developed to accompany a previous (withdrawn) application for appraisal
drilling (see Bureau Veritas report NSOX0023/4 dated 28th September 2006) has been refined
to take into account the more recently measured rig noise levels and noise control features.

1.4

The revised noise model demonstrates that appraisal drilling can be successfully undertaken
at the Albury wellsite without breach of the Surrey County Council noise limits. Details of
previous background noise surveys, etc around the Albury wellsite can be found in Bureau
Veritas Technical Report NSOX0023/4.

2

Larchford Drilling Rig

2.1

The Larchford drilling rig is an HH220. This is a new type of rig to the UK, and to understand
its acoustic characteristics, noise measurements on a similar type of rig were initially made by
BV at a site in Iceland. Various other noise measurements have been made on constituent
parts of the rig, but the operations at the Larkwhistle Farm site represented the first time a
hole has been drilled by the new rig with all constituent parts of the rig operational. It was
therefore truly representative of how the rig might perform from a noise perspective at other
sites, after making allowances for site topography and the detailed layout of the rig on any
specific site.

2.2

The hydraulically operated rig is erected using its own hydraulic pistons. Pipe handling is
automated and computer controlled, and as a consequence there is minimal manual handling
of drill pipes. The top drive is hydraulically powered. There is no brake drum as on a
conventional drilling rig, and hence there is no characteristic brake drum “squeal” for this type
of rig as used to occur on drilling rigs in the past.

2.3

In addition to the drilling rig trailer itself, the set-up at the Larkwhistle site included 3 packaged
generator sets of which 2 are normally operating, 2 mud pumps, 2 shale shakers, a silt
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separator, a mud mixing unit and a hydraulic power pack. There were also site offices and a
fuel tank.
2.4

The layout of the rig at the Larkwhistle Farm site is shown in Figure 3.1.

2.5

When further noise measurements were taken on the Larchford rig at the Cold Hanworth
wellsite a centrifuge was also is use as part of the mud handling process.

3

Larkwhistle Farm Night-time Survey
Objectives

3.1

The objective of the night-time survey was to undertake noise measurements at a time when
the rig was drilling normally and when ambient noise levels were likely to be low, and at
locations that were downwind of the site at distances representative of the nearest residential
locations to be found at the Albury wellsite, in Surrey.

Figure 3.1: Layout of Larchford Rig at Larkwhistle Farm

3.2

The noise data obtained from this survey could then be used to corroborate the noise model
being developed for this rig, and hence improve the accuracy of prediction for the Albury drill
site.

Larkwhistle Farm Site
3.3

The site is located about 1.5 km west of the A34(T) and the army village of South Wonston,
and about 6.5 km north-west of the centre of Winchester. It is situated immediately adjacent
to the A272. The site is bounded on its west side by an earth bank some 3 – 4 m high relative
to site grade. There are open fields to the north of the site and tree copses to the east and
south of the site. There are footpaths and bridleways bounding the site which were used for
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access to undertake noise measurements. There is a restricted byway running east-west to
the south of the site and this rises in an easterly direction towards the A34.
3.4

A map showing the location of the site is given in Figure 3.2.

Survey Details
3.5

The noise survey was undertaken on the night of the 7th to 8th May 2007. BV’s
measurements were witnessed by SCC’s noise consultant who also undertook his own noise
measurements.

3.6

Noise measurements were undertaken on a sampling basis at six locations to the east and
south of the site, and at one location to the west of the site. In addition a noise monitoring
location was established at the eastern site boundary and continuous noise monitoring
undertaken here for the duration of the survey. These measurement locations are also shown
on Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Larkwhistle Farm Drill Site and Noise Measurement Locations

3.7

During the survey the wind was light, from a westerly direction and occasionally gusting
slightly. There was no precipitation and there was partial cloud cover. Although noise from
the A34 was not audible under the prevailing meteorological conditions, there was still a
degree of ambient noise that may have affected the measured noise levels.
An
approximation of the ambient noise levels was obtained from the measurements at Location 7
which was 300 m upwind of the site, at a location where noise from the site was not audible.

3.8

The noise measurements were made using two Bruel and Kjaer sound level meters Type
2260. The meters were field calibrated prior to the start of measurements. One meter was
set up at 3.5 m from the eastern boundary of the site, opposite the drilling rig. It was about 35
m from the wellhead, and about 50 m from the assumed acoustic centre of the rig (mud pump
area) – see 3.14. The two meters were time synchronised prior to the start of measurements.
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3.9

At the boundary position the ambient noise level was sampled continuously over 1 minute
intervals. At the other measurement locations, noise levels were obtained over 5 minute
sample periods.

3.10

Prior to commencement of the noise survey, the two oil production pumps on the Larkwhistle
Farm site were switched off; otherwise the noise from these would have affected the
measurements.

3.11

During the offsite survey care was taken to pause the measurements when extraneous noise
could be heard from other sources. These included vehicles on the A272, over-flying aircraft
and wind gusts causing higher than normal noise in vegetation.

3.12

A range of statistical noise parameters were recorded including the overall LAeq, LA90 and LA1
indices and also one-third octave and octave band frequency measurements.
All
measurements were sound pressure levels, recorded as dB re 20 Pa.

3.13

During the survey, the rig was drilling an 8.5 inch hole using 5 inch drill pipe. The rotating
speed was 50 rpm and the rig was drilling through limestone at a depth of 3300 ft (start of
survey). During the survey a mixture of rotary drilling (using the top drive), slide drilling (down
hole use of mud to drive the bit), and drill pipe connections occurred. Generators 2 and 3
were in use, each loaded to about 400 kW when drilling. Two mud pumps and two shale
shakers were also in use. The generators are packaged within noise control enclosures.
During the Larkwhistle Farm tests the mud pumps were completely exposed.

3.14

Prior to the start of the survey the rig was inspected and an estimate made of its approximate
“acoustic centre”. This is a notional location where the combined sound energy of the rig may
be assumed to originate from in relation to distant noise measurements i.e. it is the acoustic
“centre of gravity” of the rig. The mud pump area was chosen for this and its location
“marked” using a hand held GPS. The GPS was then used to identify approximate distances
from the offsite measurement locations to the rig which were subsequently confirmed, where
possible, by reference to a 1:1250 OS map.

3.15

The off-site measurement locations were as follows:
Location No

Distance to Acoustic
Centre of Rig

Description

1

250 m

2

175 m

3
4
5
6
7

230 m
440 m
300 m
125 m
300 m

At intersection of restricted byway and bridleway east of
site
On bridleway east of site, in line with northern site
boundary
On bridleway, north of Location 2
On restricted byway, east of Location 1 (rising ground)
On bridleway, south of Location 1
On restricted byway, near site entrance (data not used)
On unmade road, west (upwind) of site

Table 3.1: Off-site Noise Measurement Locations

Results of Surveys
3.16

The results of the boundary noise measurements are shown graphically in Figure 3.3. The
figure shows the measured LAeq, LA1 and LA90 parameters. These are the equivalent
continuous A-weighted sound pressure level, the sound pressure level exceeded for 1
percent of the measurement period, and the sound pressure level exceeded for 90 percent of
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the measurement period respectively. The figure also shows the timings of the three drilling
rig activities, as obtained from the driller’s log.
3.17

Figure 3.3 indicates relative steady noise during slide drilling, a small variation in noise level
during rotary drilling and a larger variation in noise level when making a new connection.
Table 3.2 gives the average noise level values for these different activities and the average of
the differences between the short term values of the LA1 and LAeq parameters.
LAeq dB

LA1 dB

ǻ LA1 – LAeq dB

Rotary drilling

61.5

63.3

2.1

Slide drilling

60.2

61.6

1.5

Making connection

61.0

63.7

3.5

Average all activities

60.9

62.8

2.4

Drilling Activity

Table 3.2: Summary of Site Boundary Noise Measurements

Figure 3.3: Larchford Drillig Rig - Larkwhistle Farm Site Boundary Noise Measurements
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3.18

It can be seen from this figure that the largest variation in boundary noise level occurs when
making a connection. The variation in noise level is not from pipe impacts, but from the
automated pipe handling equipment. There is one unusually high LA1 value shown in the
recordings. The cause of this is not known. However, over the complete measurement
period the average difference between the LA1 and the LAeq indices is less than 3 dB, which
complies with the SCC guideline limits.

3.19

The detailed results of the boundary noise measurements have been used to “normalise” the
off-site noise measurements for average drilling conditions by comparing the boundary noise
levels at the time the off-site measurements were made with the average boundary noise
level and using this difference to correct the off-site measurements (after the latter had been
corrected for background ambient noise).
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3.20

The results of the off-site measurements and corrections applied are summarised in Table
3.3. Test 9 gives the typical background ambient noise level in the absence of any discrete
noise events such as passing cars etc. (38.1 dB LAeq). The results of Test 8 have been
disregarded as this location was affected intermittently by a compressor related to the
process plant on this site.

3.21

Table 3.3 is not immediately helpful in relating the measured rig noise levels to another site as
the measurements, by necessity, have been taken at different distances from the Larkwhistle
Farm site. Using a simplified sound propagation algorithm as given in BS 5228 Part 1 relating
to the prediction of noise from construction sites, the normalised noise levels in Table 3.3 may
be corrected for distance by applying a factor of 25 log (ratio of distances). The normalised
noise levels in Table 3.3 have been corrected for distances of 250 m and 300 m using this
methodology and the results are given in Table 3.4. This does not include the measured
noise level at Location 4 which was taken on rising ground relative to the site. For reference,
in relation to the Albury site, the Surrey County Council guideline night-time noise limits for
drilling operations are 42 dB LAeq and 45 dB LA1 averaged over the night-time period, as
measured as free field levels at any noise sensitive location. It is apparent from Table 3.4
that the LAeq noise limit could have been exceeded by a significant margin if there were
properties 250 – 300 m from the site in the direction of highest noise radiation and the
topography and extent of in-plant screening was similar as at Larkwhistle Farm.

Test
No

Location
No

Distance
m

Start
Time

Measured
LAeq dB

Corrected
for ambient

1

1

250

23:02:52

43.3

42.0

Correction
for rig
operations
1.0

Normalised
LAeq dB

1T

1

250

23:12:24

44.0

42.7

0.7

43.4

7

1

250

00:48:00

44.6

43.8

1.1

44.9

2T

2

175

23:29:31

44.9

48.7

-1.6

47.1

2

2

175

23:37:03

50.5

50.3

-1.6

48.7

3

2

175

23:45:11

46.6

46.0

2.4

48.4

4

3

230

23:59:15

49.0

48.8

1.5

50.3

5

4

440

00:17:59

44.8

44.2

-0.8

43.3

6

5

300

00:34:02

41.9

39.6

1.1

40.7

8

6

125

01:00:29

50.9

50.8

9

7

300

01:12:50

38.1

43.0

Near site compressor

Representative background ambient level

Table 3.3: Summary of Off-Site Measured Noise Levels, Larchford Rig Operating

Direction
Relative to
Site N

Represented
by:

LAeq at
250 m
dB

LAeq at
300 m
dB

Comments

NE

Location 3

49.4

47.4

Mud pumps clearly audible

E

Location 2

44.3

42.3

Tonal noise clearly audible

SE

Location 1

43.9

41.9

Tonal noise clearly audible

SSE

Location 5

42.7

40.7

Tonal noise clearly audible

Table 3.4: Calculated Noise Levels at 250 m and 300 m, BS5228 Propagation Algorithm

3.22

It is apparent from Table 3.4 that in its configuration as at Larkwhistle Farm, noise from the rig
exhibited apparent directionality with higher noise levels measured to the north of the rig site
than to the south. This was very apparent from observations during the survey when the
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noise from the mud pumps became clearly audible in walking northwards on the bridleway
which runs parallel to the site (Location 2 to Location 3). It is believed that up to Location 2
the rest of the rig structure had given some screening to the noise from the mud pumps, but
beyond the field fence line this screening was no longer present.
3.23

Another distinctly audible feature of the off-site measurements was distinctive tonal noise
which originates from the HPU. Figure 3.4 shows the third octave Leq spectrum recorded at
Location 1 with the rig slide drilling. There are distinct peaks at 200 Hz and 400 Hz which
relate to noise from the hydraulic pumps in the HPU. There is also a peak at 31.5 Hz which is
thought to relate mainly to noise from the shale shakers.

70

Sound Pressure Level, dB re 20 mPa

60

50

40

30

20

8k

10k

5k

6.3k

4k

3.15k

2k

2.5k

1.6k

1.25k

800

1k

630

500

400

315

250

200

160

125

80

100

63

50

40

25

31.5

10

Figure 3.4: Measured One Third Octave Band Spectrum, Location 1, Rig Drilling

3.23

The measured octave band sound pressure levels from the off-site noise measurements are
given in Table 3.5. This data has not been normalised in any sense for rig operating
conditions.
Test
No

Loc
No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
2
2
3
4
5
1
6
7

dBA
43.3
50.5
46.6
49.0
44.8
41.9
44.6
50.9
38.1

31.5
66
72
73
69
70
67
66
66
64

Octave Band Centre Frequency, Hz
125
250
500
1k
2k

63
56
58
56
62
53
51
57
61
51

41
47
46
53
44
43
43
53
37

42
46
45
45
48
41
44
50
33

42
46
44
44
43
41
44
49
34

39
48
41
46
38
36
39
46
34

33
42
37
42
34
31
35
42
30

4k
28
36
35
33
32
28
32
40
27

8k
23
30
31
25
28
24
27
33
22

Table 3.5: Measured Octave Band Leq Sound Pressure Levels
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4

Larchford Rig Sound Power Level Survey: Larkwhistle Farm
Objectives

4.1

In order to understand the noise characteristics of the Larchford rig as a complete entity in its
fully operational mode, detailed noise and vibration measurements were made around
constituent parts of the rig. The purpose of these measurements was to determine plant item
octave band sound power levels which could be used in an acoustic model of the rig, to
determine radiated sound pressure levels for any particular rig configuration, and also to
assist in the formulation of noise mitigation measures.

4.2

The term “sound power level” describes the total sound energy radiated by the noise source
and is described in dB ref 10-12 W. It should not be confused with the term “sound pressure
level” which is the unit commonly measured by a sound level meter, also given in dB, but to a
different reference viz. 20 Pa.

Survey Details
4.3

For the survey at Larkwhistle Farm, most of the noise measurements were made using a
sound intensity meter. This is a sophisticated noise measuring device which allows
identification of the direction of radiating sound energy in a complex situation. In this way,
overestimation of the sound power level of noise sources can be reduced. For this purpose
use was made of a Bruel & Kjaer type 2260 sound level meter fitted with a type 3595 intensity
probe and a pair of phase matched microphones.

4.4

In addition, and particularly for the investigation of noise radiation from the mud pumps, use
was made of an accelerometer and integrator linked to the sound level meter to determine
surface vibration velocity levels, which in turn could be related to radiated noise levels.

4.5

The intensity probe was used to scan noise radiating areas and average sound intensity
values were obtained in one-third octave bands. Sound intensity values can be either positive
or negative. A positive value implies that the sound energy is radiating in the direction
towards the probe and a negative value means the reverse. For the purpose of defining the
noise radiation characteristics of the plant items, only the positive intensity values have been
used.

4.6

The measured intensity levels have then been integrated with assumed sound radiating areas
in order to determine plant item sound power levels. These have been converted to octave
band sound power level values for the purposes of noise modelling, and also into overall Aweighted sound power level values.

4.7

Repeat checks on the radiated noise levels were made on the HPU unit on a subsequent visit
to the site. This was to ensure that the recorded noise levels represented the situation when
actually drilling. Further tests were also taken on the generator set exhausts to identify the
sound power level of the exhaust set of No 1 Generator which had not been operating during
the main survey.

4.8

The main survey was undertaken whilst the rig was undertaking drilling operations at a depth
of about 4000 ft. The mud pumps were operating at 76 strokes per minute.
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Survey Results
4.9

A summary of the results of the sound power level determination from the rig when at
Larkwhistle Farm is given in Table 4.1. These are shown as overall A-weighted and linear
octave band sound power levels, and have been reduced from the one-third octave band
values to allow data entry into the noise modelling software package.

Generator 2

(Gen 3 data)
(Gen 3 data)

Generator 3

(External wall)
(External wall)

HPU

Rig Trailer

Shale Shaker

Mud Pump 1

Mud Pump 2
(assumed as
Pump 1)
Auxiliary Gen

Generator 1

Octave Band Centre Frequency, Hz

dBA

Noise Source

31.5

63

125

250

500

1k

2k

4k

8k

99
99
94
99
99
93

102
93

91
84

77
71
74
61
61
70

42
52
48

86
86
90

83
79
77
72
72
75

68
63
60

96
96
97

86
78
70
79
79
80

69

50

101
99
78
99
99

102
96
78
96
96

93
86

94
79
62
79
79

88
72
74
72
72

86
61
70
61
61

70

59

88

84

76
67

63

Engine exhaust
Enclosure air exhaust
Enclosure air intake
Enclosure wall
Enclosure wall
Enclosure roof

90.2
83.7
79.5
83.6
83.6
85.5

100
98
90

Engine exhaust
Enclosure air exhaust
Enclosure air intake
Enclosure wall
Enclosure wall
Enclosure roof

94.7
83.6
76.0
83.6
83.6
85.6

100

Louvered side of unit
Non-louvered side
LH end facing louvered
side
RH end facing louvered
side
Roof of unit

91.6
76.4
83.4

97

89

89

81

77

83

98
84
92

80.6

92

81

85

86

78

73

67

96.1

94

90

94

106

90

84

79

73

66

Hydraulic pipe manifold
area above
Hydraulic pipe manifold
area below

90.0

85

78

80

91

91

79

82

64

55

92

99.9

88.9

86
86

47

60
53

69

100

Shaker 1
Shaker 2

91.2
91.1

115
111

95
99

94
97

88
87

89
90

86
86

83
82

77
76

65
61

Fan
Pump
Skid – charge pump end

96.9
95.8
95.8

85
104
111

94
100
105

102

99
101
99

94
96
95

91
83
84

87
77
82

83

76

71

61

Fan
Pump
Skid – charge pump end

96.9
95.8
95.8

85
104
111

94
100
105

94
96
95

91
83
84

87
77
82

83

76

104

99
101
99

71

61

Total unit

88.9

92

94

90

86

84

84

81

79

78

Total Lw

106.3

119

112

112

111

104

98

94

88

82

Exhaust

92.9

97

96

106

94

87

84

79

69

42

104
102

Table 4.1: Calculated Partial Sound Power Levels, dB re 10-12 W, for Larchford Drilling Rig, from
Larkwhistle tests
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4.10

Where no data is shown in the individual octave band values, this implies that it was not
possible to assign positive radiating sound energy to that noise source in the particular
frequency band, as a result of the on-site survey. This was normally due to the interfering
effects of other noise sources at the time of the survey.

4.11

Compared to previous surveys on the Larchford rig, two additional noise sources were
identified. These relate to noise radiated from the rig trailer in the area of the manifold block
mechanism attaching the hydraulic lines from the HPU to the rig trailer. The measurements
indicate that noise is radiating from the rig trailer both above and below the trailer floor.

4.12

It is understood that normally only two generators will be running on partial load. Generators
2 and 3 have had modified exhaust silencers fitted. The test undertaken on Generator 1
exhaust indicates higher noise levels in the 125 Hz and 250 Hz octave bands compared to
the other two generators.

4.13

The tests undertaken on the mud pumps indicate significant noise radiated from the skid and
pump body as well as from the AC cooling fan. The fan noise is mid to high frequency in
character with lower frequency noise from the pump body and skid.

4.14

The shale shakers exhibited noise in the 31.5 Hz octave band.

4.15

The roof of the HPU, the louvered side of the HPU, and the rig trailer were significant sources
of tonal noise in the 200 Hz third octave band (250 Hz octave band).

5

Noise Modelling: Larkwhistle Farm Wellsite

5.1

The noise model of the Larchford Rig was refined, taking into account the measurements and
observations from the Larkwhistle Farm tests. The model was then used to identify the
correlation between measured and predicted overall A-weighted sound pressure levels at
Larkwhistle, taking into account the site geometry, and the local topography.

5.2

The noise modelling package CadnaA was used for this purpose. This allows octave band
sound power levels to be entered as point, area or line sources. It allows features such as
buildings or plant items to be included as screens, and it allows reflections from hard surfaces
to be included. Intervening ground can be defined as acoustically hard or soft, or some
intermediate value.

5.3

The sound propagation algorithm of ISO 9613-21 was used in the noise model. This is a
generic propagation model that allows prediction of noise levels in conditions favourable for
sound propagation e.g. in a light downwind direction. It is possible that more extreme
meteorological conditions could occasionally result in slightly higher noise levels.

5.4

In the noise model each generator set was considered as 6 separate sources with the walls
and roof as area sources and the engine exhausts as point sources on the roof of the
generator set. The HPU unit was considered as 5 separate area sources and the rig trailer as
two area sources. The shale shakers were modelled as 4 area sources on top of the mud
tanks. Each mud pump was modelled as seven separate sources consisting of the AC
cooling fan for the DC motor (point source), the pump body (including the skid at the pump
body end – 5 area sources) and the skid at the charge pump end (area source).

1

ISO 9613-2: Acoustics- Attenuation of sound during propagation outdoors – Part 2 General method of
calculation
Bureau Veritas, Chandlers Ford, SO53 2GG
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5.5

The auxiliary generator was modelled as five area sources (box). Screening was modelled by
the large noise sources, and also the mud tanks. All screens were assumed to be reflective.
Account was taken of the raised nature of the HPU unit. The earth bund on the west side of
the Larkwhistle site was also been included in the model.

5.6

The best correlation with the “normalised” measured noise levels resulted with the noise
model assuming “hard” ground within the site and 50% “soft ground” off-site, for a receiver
height of 2 m. The results of the noise modelling are given in Table 5.1 for measurement
locations 1, 2, 3 and 5. These are compared with the “normalised” measured noise levels at
each of these locations.

Larkwhistle Off – Site Location
Location 1 (average normalised)
Location 2 (average normalised)
Location 3
Location 5

Sound Pressure Level, dB LAeq
Predicted Measured Difference
43.7
43.9
-0.2
46.6
48.6
-2.0
49.0
50.3
-1.3
43.1
40.7
+2.4

Table 5.1: Comparison of Measured and Predicted Off-Site Sound Pressure Levels
5.7

The predicted noise levels were nominally within ± 2 dB of the normalised measured sound
pressure levels at these locations. Comparison with measured and predicted noise level at
Location 4 was less good (within 4 dB), although this location is on rising ground and may
have been subjected to less screening than modelled. The predicted level at Location 5 is
higher than measured. This could potentially be due to increased attenuation through the tree
copse or additional on-site screening that has not been modelled e.g. the production tanks.

5.8

Some preliminary noise modelling was undertaken for the Albury wellsite using the
Larkwhistle Farm noise measurements and modelling philosophy and from the results of the
noise modelling noise control recommendations were made. This included a complete
acoustic enclosure for the mud pumps and high frequency pulse attenuators on the supply
side of the hydraulic motors which form part of the HPU.

5.9

Larchford subsequently commissioned the design and fabrication of an acoustic enclosure for
the mud pumps and attempted to source suitable high frequency pulse attenuators.
Unfortunately, to date, high frequency pulse attenuators which comply with the maximum inline hydraulic pressure on the Larchford rig have not been found, therefore an alternative
solution to the reduction of noise from the HPU was sought. This is described in paragraph
6.9.

6

Noise Tests Cold Hanworth Wellsite

6.1

A further noise survey of the Larchford rig was undertaken on 16th and 17th September 2007
at Star Energy’s Cold Hanworth wellsite, Welton near Lincoln, with the mud pump enclosure
installed. A layout drawing of the mud pump acoustic enclosure is given in Appendix 1.

6.2

This wellsite is located approximately 6 miles north-east of Lincoln, north of the A46 at Welton
Hill. It is located in flat open countryside, with access to the fields in all directions. The
Larchford rig was located at the east side of the site. Cold Hanworth is an existing
operational oilfield with several beam pumps and a site generator which were operational
whilst the noise survey was being undertaken. However, it is not thought that the existing
operational plant influenced the noise measurements of the drilling operations to any
significant degree.
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6.3

The Larchford rig at the Cold Hanworth wellsite is shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Larchford HH220 Rig at Cold Hanworth Wellsite
6.4

During the survey two mud pumps were in use running at approximately 50 strokes per
minute, located within their new mud pump enclosure. In addition two rig generators, the
HPU, two shale shakers and a centrifuge were also running. The drill was rotating at 55 rpm.
The centrifuge had not been in operation at Larkwhistle Farm and was identified as a new and
significant source of noise.

6.5

The mud pump enclosure is shown in Figure 6.2. The pumps were not operating when the
photograph was taken and normally the access doors would be kept shut.

Figure 6.2: Larchford Rig Mud Pump Acoustic Enclosure
Bureau Veritas, Chandlers Ford, SO53 2GG
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6.6

Sound intensity noise measurements were taken to determine updated sound power levels
for the mud pumps, HPU, rig trailer and the auxiliary generator and the determination of
sound power levels for the centrifuge, which had been identified as a new noise source.
Night-time offsite sound pressure level measurements were made at distances out to 300 m
from the assumed acoustic centre of the rig.

6.6

At Cold Hanworth, the site is completely flat and void of any tree screens, as can be seen
from Figure 6.1. At a distance of 300 m to the east of the rig, and in a downwind direction, the
measured noise level was 45.3 dB LAeq, increasing to 46.9 dB LAeq at 250 m from the rig
acoustic centre.

6.7

The relative A-weighted sound power levels of the constituent parts of the Larchford rig as
determined from the Cold Hanworth noise tests are shown in Table 6.1, and compared with
those obtained from the Larkwhistle noise tests.
Item

Larkwhistle Farm

Cold Hanworth

Generator 2

93

93

Not re-measured

Generator 3

96

96

Not re-measured

HPU

98

99

Re-measured

Rig trailer (manifold)

93

95

Re-measured

Shale shakers

94

94

Not re-measured

Mud pumps

104

88

Re-measured

Rig auxiliary generator

89

86

Re-measured

-

100

New source

106.3

104.9

Centrifuge
Total LwA dB re 10-12 W

Comments

Table 6.1: Comparison of Overall A-weighted Sound Power Levels of Larchford Drilling Rig
6.8

Table 6.1 shows that the mud pump enclosure had successfully reduced the previously most
dominant noise source by some 16 dBA. This, however, only resulted in a small reduction in
the overall sound power level of the Larchford rig on account of the introduction of the
centrifuge as a new noise source, and a slight increase in the noise level from the HPU and
the rig trailer manifold. This confirmed that further noise reduction was still required for the rig
to enable it to drill the Albury appraisal wells and not exceed the Surrey County Council noise
limit requirements.

6.9

A meeting was subsequently held between Star Energy, Larchford, Bureau Veritas and
Industrial Noise Reduction (Larchford’s noise control manufacturing company - INR) and a
course of action agreed. Larchford had not been able to source high frequency pulse
attenuators which had the required pressure rating, therefore it was proposed and agreed that
to reduce noise from the HPU a demountable acoustic enclosure would be designed and
fabricated for this complete unit. On sites where the acoustic enclosure is required (e.g.
Albury), the HPU will be lifted from its road trailer and constructed around the unit. Design
details are shown in Appendix 2. The enclosure will be approximately 14 m long , 4.4 m wide
and 4.0 m high, made from INR’s acoustic panel system which consists of an outer steel skin
(surface density 15 kg/m2) with an inner 100 mm thick mineral wool lining (density 45 kg/m3)
and protective fibreglass tissue and expanded galvanised steel mesh. The enclosure will
have adequate lined airways and access doors. It is anticipated that the HPU enclosure will
provide some 13 dBA overall attenuation in HPU radiated noise.

6.10

An acoustic enclosure will also be fitted over the end of the rig trailer, to enclose the area of
the rig trailer that is re-radiating tonal hydraulic pump noise. The top part of the enclosure will
sit on permanently fitted rubber isolation strips. There will also be a section of the enclosure
which hooks into place under the end of the trailer in order to reduce the noise radiation from
the underside of the rig floor. Details of this design are shown in Appendix 3.
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6.11

The centrifuge was identified as a significant source of noise at Cold Hanworth. The
centrifuge is shown in Figure 6.3. This will also be fitted with an acoustic enclosure, and the
design of this is illustrated in Appendix 4. Again it is anticipated that a reduction in noise level
at least to that obtained for the mud pump enclosure will be achieved.

Figure 6.3: Centrifuge Unit at Cold Hanworth Wellsite

6.12

The benefit of the reduction in noise emission from the HPU and rig trailer is that not only will
the overall level of noise from the drilling operations be reduced, but that the potentially
annoying tonal noise characteristic, arising from the hydraulic pumps, will also be suppressed.

7

Noise Modelling: Albury Wellsite

7.1

The proposed layout of the Larchford Rig at the Albury site is shown in Figure 7.1. This
shows the generator sets in the south-east corner of the site with the rig orientated in an
approximate east – west direction across the site.

7.2

The same noise modelling techniques have been used as for the Larkwhistle Farm site, using
the calculated plant item sound power levels from a combination of the Larkwhistle Farm
tests, the Cold Hanworth tests, and the estimated reduction in noise radiation that will be
provided by the additional noise control measures described in Section 6 above. The site
buildings have been included and these provide some degree of screening as well as
reflecting surfaces.

7.3

The model has been run using the same assumptions as at Larkwhistle Farm but for a
receiver height of 4 m and assuming 50% soft ground between the site and the receiver
locations. (In reality the extent of soft ground could be greater than this but the
measurements at Larkwhistle Farm correlated best with this assumption using the ISO 9613-2
sound propagation model).

7.4

The octave band sound power levels for the various noise sources which have been included
in the noise model are given in Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Proposed Layout of Larchford Rig at Albury

Generator 2

(Gen 3 data)
(Gen 3 data)

Generator 3

(External wall)
(External wall)

HPU
Rig Trailer

Shale Shaker

Mud Pumps
Auxiliary Gen
Centrifuge
Total

Octave Band Centre Frequency, Hz

dBA

Noise Source

31.5

63

125

250

500

1k

2k

4k

8k

Engine exhaust
Enclosure air exhaust
Enclosure air intake
Enclosure wall
Enclosure wall
Enclosure roof

90.2
83.7
79.5
83.6
83.6
85.5

100
98
90

99
99
94
99
99
93

102
93

91
84

77
71
74
61
61
70

42
52
48

86
86
90

83
79
77
72
72
75

68
63
60

96
96
97

86
78
70
79
79
80

69

50

Engine exhaust
Enclosure air exhaust
Enclosure air intake
Enclosure wall
Enclosure wall
Enclosure roof

94.7
83.6
76.0
83.6
83.6
85.6

100

101
99
78
99
99

102
96
78
96
96

93
86

88
72
74
72
72

86
61
70
61
61

70

59

86
86

94
79
62
79
79

Enclosed unit

86.1

94

89

87

92

81

80

70

60

58

Enclosed area above
and below back of trailer

79.2

80

81

65

81

81

64

60

38

35

Shaker 1
Shaker 2

91.2
91.1

115
111

95
99

94
97

88
87

89
90

86
86

83
82

77
76

65
61

Two enclosed pumps

87.8

103

104

98

90

85

80

74

66

61

Total unit

88.9

92

94

90

86

84

84

81

79

78

Enclosed unit

83.4

86

94

89

75

81

80

73

63

57

Larchford HH20 Rig

100.4

117

111

109

101

98

94

90

83

79

92

100

47

Table 7.1: Sound Power Level Summary for Larchford Rig, Albury Wellsite Configuration
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7.5

It can be seen from Table 7.1 that the acoustic enclosures on the HPU, rig trailer and
centrifuge will have the effect of reducing the overall sound power level of the rig by just under
5 dBA.

7.6

Also included in the noise model for Albury is a demountable 4.5 m high noise barrier around
the south-east corner of the site. This will provide further protection for the community
immediately to the south of the wellsite in the Albury Heath and Little London area. The
proposed extent of the noise barrier is also shown in Figure 7.1. Details of the proposed
barrier are included in Appendix 5.

7.7

The outputs from the Albury noise model are included in Appendix 6. This appendix also
shows the predicted extent of the 42 dB LAeq noise contour around the site.

7.8

The predicted A-weighted sound pressure levels to the nearest dB, at the three nearest
residential locations, are:
Taglai:

33 dB LAeq

The Bungalow:

37 dB LAeq

Keepers Cottage:

36 dB LAeq.

7.9

Of these three locations, Taglai represent the nearest property of the community to the south
of the site, and this is the area of prime concern with respect to potential noise disturbance
during drilling operations.

7.10

It can be seen that even allowing for potential errors in prediction, and slightly higher noise
levels under more extreme sound propagation conditions than modelled in ISO 9613 – Part 2,
the predicted noise levels are sufficiently below the required night-time noise limit to give a
high degree of confidence that the Surrey County Council noise limit will not be exceeded.

7.11

The partial noise levels at each of the three locations are given in Table 7.2.
Larchford Drilling Rig, Predicted Partial Sound Pressure Levels
The Bungalow:

dB LAeq

Taglai:

dB LAeq

Keepers Cottage:

dB LAeq

Shale Shakers

33.8

Shale Shakers

27.8

Shale Shakers

31.1

Generator 3

28.4

Generator 3

27.0

Generator 3

29.9

Generator 2

26.4

Generator 2

25.8

Generator 2

27.9

Aux Generator

24.6

Mud Pumps

21.0

Aux Generator

27.7

Centrifuge

24.0

HPU

19.1

Mud Pumps

23.7

HPU

23.2

Aux Generator

17.9

Centrifuge

21.5

Mud Pumps

22.3

Centrifuge

17.0

HPU

19.0

Rig Trailer

20.3

Rig Trailer

13.7

Rig Trailer

15.0

Total

36.6

Total

32.6

Total

36.0

Table 7.2: Predicted Partial Noise Levels at Nearest Residential Locations to Albury Drill Site
7.12

It can be seen that the predicted noise levels for appraisal drilling at the Albury wellsite using
the quietened Larchford HH220 drilling rig, are well within the Surrey County Council
guideline night-time noise limits for this type of activity. In addition to the noise control
measures which have been undertaken for this rig, and the additional proven features which
will be implemented before the rig comes to Albury, good noise management practice on site
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will all help to minimise the risk of any disturbance to local residents. This includes the
avoidance of shouting, use of radios, restricting cementing operations to daytime only if it is
identified that the night-time noise limit would otherwise be exceeded, and general care over
pipe and casing handling

8

Conclusions

8.1

Since the submission of Technical Report NSOX0023/4 in September 2006 to support a
(withdrawn) application for appraisal drilling at the Albury wellsite, the noise radiation
characteristics of the Larchford HH220 hydraulic drilling rig have now been fully quantified
from the results of noise surveys at Star Energy’s Larkwhistle Farm and Cold Hanworth
wellsites.

8.2

The noise tests have enabled a high level of confidence to be obtained of the sound power
levels of individual components of the rig and good correlation has been obtained from the
output of a CadnaA noise model of the rig with measured community noise levels. The noise
model uses the propagation algorithm of ISO 9613-2 for meteorological conditions favourable
for sound propagation.

8.3

The results of the noise tests at Larkwhistle Farm clearly indicated the need for further noise
control measures to parts of the rig in relation to the Albury wellsite. An acoustic enclosure
for the mud pumps was designed and fabricated. Following its installation on the Larchford
rig when drilling on Star Energy’s Cold Hanworth wellsite, further noise tests were
undertaken, which demonstrated that the enclosure had successfully reduced the noise
emission of the mud pumps by some 16 dBA.

8.4

These further tests confirmed the need for noise control measures to the HPU and part of the
rig trailer and these will also be fitted with acoustic enclosures prior to the Larchford rig
coming to the Albury wellsite. This is proven noise control technology as demonstrated by the
results of the mud pump enclosure.

8.5

The centrifuge unit will also be fitted with an acoustic enclosure prior to its use at Albury.

8.6

Taking these noise control features into account, together with the proposal to construct a
demountable noise barrier at the south-east corner of the Albury wellsite, the CadnaA noise
model of the Larchford rig, in its Albury configuration, has been re-run. The predicted noise
levels at the nearest residential locations are all significantly less than the Surrey County
Council night-time noise limit.

8.7

In addition, good management practice with respect to the avoidance of shouting, use of
radios, restricting cementing operations to daytime only if necessary, and general care over
pipe and casing handling will all help to minimise the risk of any disturbance to local residents.

8.8

It is therefore concluded that the proposed appraisal drilling at the Albury wellsite may be
undertaken using the Larchford HH220 rig, with the further noise control measures to be
adopted before the rig comes to site, in the knowledge that the noise limitation requirements
of Surrey County Council can be achieved, with a good margin of safety for any error of
prediction or more extreme sound propagation conditions.
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Appendix 1
Mud Pump Acoustic Enclosure Layout
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Appendix 2
HPU Acoustic Enclosure Layout
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Appendix 3
Rig Trailer Acoustic Enclosure Layout
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Appendix 4
Centrifuge Acoustic Enclosure Layout
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Appendix 5
Proposed Demountable Noise Barrier for Albury Wellsite
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Annex 2

Revised ES Table 14.8 (Question 6.3)

High

High

1

2

At night construction task lighting
associated with construction of the
Project will be barely perceptible.
Existing elements within the foreground,
including vegetation and farm
equipment, will largely restrict views of
construction activities from this location.
However, tall plant and machinery used
to construct the GPP and the drilling rig
associated with wellhead H508 will be
visible above this in the right background
of the view, at a distance of
approximately 400 m. These elements
will, however, be temporary in nature
and seen alongside existing visual clutter
within the foreground.
Small

Negligible

Construction Phase Effects
Magnitude
of Change
Construction activities will be largely
Negligible
screened from view by intervening
hedgerow vegetation in the foreground,
middle ground and background of the
view. The drilling rigs associated with
wellhead H508 will be just about
discernible in the background of the view
approximately 1.8 km from the viewer.
Taller plant and machinery associated
with the construction of the GPP will also
be partially visible in the distance to the
right of the view. However these
elements will be seen alongside existing
pylon towers and two existing gas
wellheads and will be temporary in
nature.

Effects on Visual Receptors

Description of Effects

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Sensitivity

Viewpoint
ref.

Table Error! No text of specified style in document..8

1

Minor

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significance

At night the on-demand security
lighting associated with the Project will
be barely perceptible.
The operational Project will be largely
screened from view at this location.
Only the taller elements within the
GPP, such as the 25 m high emergency
cold vent and the 20 10 m high water
heater vents, will be visible in the right
background of the view, at a distance
of approximately 300 m. This,
however, will be visible within the
context of a view containing existing
visual clutter in the foreground and
other man-made vertical elements
such as telegraph poles.

Small

Negligible

Operational Phase Effects
Description of Effects
Magnitude
of Change
The operational elements of the
Negligible
Project will be largely screened from
view by intervening hedgerow
vegetation within the foreground and
middle ground of the view. Taller
elements within the GPP, such as the
25 m high emergency cold vent, will be
partially visible in the right background
of the view at a distance of over
1.9 km. In addition the proposed 33 kV
power lines and associated pylons will
be visible in the right background of
the view. These, however, will be
visible alongside existing pylons and
power lines.

Minor

KGSL

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significance

High

3
Medium

Small

Construction activities associated with
new overhead 33 kV power lines
(connecting the GPP with the new substation at Stublach) will be clearly visible
across the view from the left middle
ground to the right background. In
addition the tall plant and machinery
used to construct the GPP and the drilling
rig associated with wellhead H508, will be
visible in the right middle ground of the
view at distances of approximately 450 m
and 300 m respectively. This activity will
occur relatively close to the visual
receptor, but will be temporary in nature,
partially filtered by intervening
vegetation and will be seen within the
context of a view containing existing
infrastructure, including pre-existing
wellheads and pylons.
The view from this location during
construction is illustrated in Figure 14.20a
(Landscape Annex B).
At night, construction task lighting within
the GPP will be discernible as illumination
in the background. Construction task
lighting for the drilling rig associated with
wellhead H508 will be visible in the
middle ground. This will be temporary in

Small

Construction Phase Effects
Magnitude
of Change

At night, construction task lighting within
the GPP will be discernible as illumination
in the right background. This, however,
will be seen alongside existing
illumination associated with
infrastructure in Stublach.

Description of Effects

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Sensitivity

Viewpoint
ref.

2

Minor

Moderate

Minor

Significance

At night, on-demand security lighting
associated with the GPP will be barely
perceptible within the background of
the view. This will be low level lighting
seen alongside existing illumination
associated with infrastructure at

At night, on-demand security lighting
within the GPP will be barely
discernible as illumination in the right
background. This will also be seen
alongside existing illumination
associated with infrastructure in
Stublach.
The new overhead 33 kV power lines
will be clearly visible across the view
from the left middle ground to the
right background. Wellhead H508 will
be largely screened from view by
intervening hedgerow vegetation in
the right middle ground of the view.
Intervening hedgerows in the middle
ground and background of the view
will also screen views of lower
elements of the operational GPP. Only
the taller elements, such as the
emergency cold vent, will be visible
above this in the right background of
the view, at a distance of
approximately 450 m. Despite its
relative proximity to the viewer, the
Project will be visible alongside existing
man-made elements such as wellheads
and pylons. The view from this
location during operation is illustrated
in Figure 14.20 (Landscape Annex B).
Negligible

Small

Negligible

Operational Phase Effects
Description of Effects
Magnitude
of Change

KGSL

Not
significant

Minor

Not
significant

Significance

High

Medium

4

5

Medium

Medium

At night, construction task lighting
around wellhead H509 will be clearly

Negligible

Construction activities associated with
wellhead H509 will be clearly visible
within the field in the right foreground of
the view. This will include prominent
views of the associated drilling rig
approximately 300 m from the viewer.
These activities will represent a clearly
visible change in relative proximity to the
viewer, but will be seen alongside preexisting infrastructure and will be
temporary in nature.

At night, construction task lighting
around the SMC3 will be visible within
the right background of the view. This
will be temporary in nature and seen
alongside existing security lighting within
the existing solution mining wellheads.

Small

Construction Phase Effects
Magnitude
of Change

nature.
Vegetation lining Drakelow Lane will
largely screen views of construction
activities associated with wellhead H509
within the left background of the view.
To the right background of the view, tall
plant and machinery associated with the
construction of SMC3, GMC3 and
wellhead H502, will be visible, although
views will be partially filtered by
intervening vegetation in the middle
ground and background. This activity will
occur at a distance of over 650 m and will
be seen alongside pre-existing solution
mining infrastructure.

Description of Effects

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Sensitivity

Viewpoint
ref.

3

Moderate

Moderate

Not
significant

Minor

Significance

At night, on-demand security lighting
around wellhead H509 will be clearly

At night, on-demand security lighting
associated with the GMC3 will be
barely perceptible within the right
background of the view. This will be
low level lighting seen alongside
existing security lighting within the preexisting solution mining wellheads.
The operational wellhead H509 will be
clearly visible within the field in the
right foreground of the view. This will
be seen alongside two existing
wellheads of a similar nature within
the centre middle ground of the view.

Small

Small

Negligible

Operational Phase Effects
Description of Effects
Magnitude
of Change
Stublach.
The GMC3 will be visible in front of
Negligible
Drakelow Gorse woodland in the right
background of the view, but will be
heavily filtered by intervening
vegetation within the middle ground.
Other operational elements in the field
of view, including wellhead H502, will
be largely imperceptible from this
location due to intervening topography
and vegetation.

Minor

Minor

KGSL

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significance

Low

Medium

6

7

Construction activities associated with
wellhead H502 and associated access
road and pipelines will be prominent
within the centre foreground of the view
approximately 50 m from the viewer.
This will include clear views of topsoil
stripping, subsoil mounding, construction
laydown areas and the 25 m high drilling
rig. In addition, vegetation removal will
be visible in the left middle ground which
will open up views of the construction of
the SMC3 and GMC3 in the left
background. This will represent a
considerable change to the existing view,

At night, construction task lighting within
the GPP will be discernible as illumination
in the background. This, however, will be
temporary in nature.
Large

Small

Construction Phase Effects
Magnitude
of Change
visible within the field in the right
foreground of the view. This however
will be temporary in nature and seen
alongside existing security lighting
associated with pre-existing solution
mining wellheads.
Construction activities associated with
Small
the NTS Compound will be partially
visible in the left foreground of the view
approximately 50 m from the viewer. In
addition tall plant associated with the
construction of the GPP will be visible
above the line of intervening hedgerow in
the middle ground. However, views will
be transient in nature and heavily filtered
by roadside vegetation across the
foreground.
Description of Effects

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Sensitivity

Viewpoint
ref.

4

Major

Minor

Not
significant

Significance

At night, on-demand security lighting
within the GPP will be barely
discernible as illumination in the
background. Views will generally be
transient in nature.
Wellhead H502 and the associated
access track will be clearly visible
within the centre foreground of the
view approximately 50 m from the
viewer. In addition the GMC3, will be
partially visible in the left background,
with views heavily filtered by
intervening hedgerow vegetation. The
view from this location during
operation is illustrated in Figure 14.21
(Landscape Annex B).

The NTS Compound will be visible in
the right foreground of the view, and
taller elements within the GPP, such as
the emergency cold vent, will be visible
in the centre middle ground above a
line of hedgerow vegetation. However,
views will be transient in nature and
heavily filtered by roadside vegetation
across the foreground.

Medium

Small

Small

Operational Phase Effects
Description of Effects
Magnitude
of Change
visible within the right foreground of
the view. This, however, will be low
level lighting seen alongside existing
security lighting associated with preexisting solution mining wellheads.

KGSL

Moderate

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significance

Medium

8

Construction activities associated with
wellhead H503 will be clearly visible
within the left middle ground at a
distance of approximately 200 m. The
construction of the access track and
pipelines connecting wellhead H503 will
also be visible across the field in the
centre middle ground of the view. In
addition construction activities around
wellhead H506 will be partially visible in
the right middle ground approximately
350 m away. Within the centre
background of the view the 25 m high
drilling rigs associated with wellheads
H516 and H517 will be perceptible above
a number of intervening hedgerows.
These activities will, however, be visible
alongside pre-existing telegraph poles
and power lines and will be temporary in
nature.
At night, temporary construction task
Minor

Small

5

Moderate

Moderate

Significance

Medium

Construction Phase Effects
Magnitude
of Change
albeit temporary in nature.
The view from this location during
construction is illustrated in Figure 14.21a
(Landscape Annex B).
At night, construction task lighting
Medium
around wellhead H502 will be clearly
visible in the centre foreground of the
view. This will be temporary in nature
and seen within the context of a view
containing only faint light spill from
scattered settlements in the background
of the view.
Description of Effects

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Sensitivity

Viewpoint
ref.

At night, low level on-demand security

Wellhead H503 will be visible in the left
middle ground within the adjacent field
at a distance of approximately 200 m.
Wellhead H506 will be partially visible
to the right of the view, with
intervening hedgerows providing
intermittent visual filtering. Wellheads
H516 and H517 will be largely screened
from view by a number of intervening
hedgerows. This will represent new
intrusive elements within the
landscape, although they will be seen
alongside other pre-existing
infrastructure such as telegraph poles
and pylons.

At night, on-demand security lighting
associated with H502 will be clearly
visible in the centre foreground of the
view and lighting associated with the
GMC3 will be perceptible as
illumination in the left background.
This will be low level lighting seen
within the context of a view containing
only faint light spill from scattered
settlements in the background of the
view.

Small

Small

Small

Operational Phase Effects
Description of Effects
Magnitude
of Change

Not

Minor

Minor

KGSL

Significance

Medium

High

9

10

At night, temporary construction task
lighting associated with a number of
wellheads will be faintly perceptible as
illumination within the middle ground
and background of the view. This will be
seen alongside light from scattered
residential properties within the
background and passing vehicles along
the B5081.
Construction activities around wellhead
H516 will be visible in the right middle
ground at a distance of approximately
300 m. Hedgerow vegetation and the
mature trees within the middle ground of
the view will restrict views of low
construction machinery but the 25 m high
drilling rig will be clearly visible. Within
the background the drilling rigs
associated with a number of wellheads,
Small

Small

Construction Phase Effects
Magnitude
of Change
lighting associated with a number of
wellheads will be perceptible as
illumination within the middle ground
and background of the view. This will be
seen alongside light from scattered
residential properties within the
background and passing vehicles along
the B5081 and Drakelow Lane.
Construction activities associated with
Medium
wellhead H518 will be clearly visible in
the centre middle ground of the view
within the adjacent field at a distance of
approximately 300 m. In addition the tall
plant associated with the construction of
wellhead H519 will be visible in the right
background of the view above
intervening topography and vegetation.
Description of Effects

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Sensitivity

Viewpoint
ref.

6

Minor

Minor

Moderate

Significance

At night, low level on-demand security
lighting associated with a number of
wellheads will be barely perceptible as
illumination within the middle ground
and background of the view. This will
be seen alongside light from scattered
residential properties in the
background and passing vehicles along
the B5081.
Wellhead H516 will be perceptible in
the right middle ground, but views will
be filtered by intervening hedgerow
vegetation. A number of wellheads will
be present in the background,
including H506, H514 and H515.
These, however, will be largely
screened from view by intervening
vegetation. Considering the presence
of pre-existing pylons and lighting

Negligible

Negligible

Operational Phase Effects
Description of Effects
Magnitude
of Change
lighting associated with a number of
wellheads will be perceptible as
illumination within the middle ground
and background of the view. This will
be seen alongside light from scattered
residential properties in the
background and passing vehicles along
the B5081.
Wellhead H518 will be clearly visible in
Small
the centre middle ground of the view
at a distance of approximately 300 m.
Wellhead H519 will be partially visible
in the right background at a distance of
approximately 470 m, although
intervening topography and vegetation
will restrict views.

KGSL

Not
significant

Not
significant

Minor

significant

Significance

High

11

At night, temporary construction task
lighting associated with wellhead H519
and H518 will be perceptible as
illumination in the middle ground. This
will be taken within the context of a view
containing illumination from existing
wellheads across the background of the

At night, temporary construction task
lighting associated with a number of
wellheads will be faintly perceptible as
illumination within the middle ground
and background of the view. This will be
seen alongside light from scattered
residential properties within the
background and passing vehicles along
the B5081.
Construction activities associated with
wellhead H519 and H518 will be visible in
the middle ground of the view at a
distance of approximately 350 m and
550 m respectively. Intervening
hedgerow vegetation across the middle
ground of the view will restrict views to
low equipment but taller plant, such as
the drilling rigs, will be visible above this.
This will represent intrusive industrial
elements within a predominantly rural
view, but will be partially screened from
view.
Small

Small

Small

Construction Phase Effects
Magnitude
of Change
including H506, H514 and H515, will also
be perceptible. This activity, however,
will be temporary in nature and will be
visible alongside pre-existing pylons
within the background and pre-existing
lighting poles within the foreground.
Description of Effects

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Sensitivity

Viewpoint
ref.

7

Minor

Minor

Minor

Significance

At night, low level on-demand security
lighting associated with wellhead H519
and H518 will be barely perceptible as
illumination in the middle ground. This
will be taken within the context of a
view containing illumination from
existing wellheads across the

At night, low level on-demand security
lighting associated with a number of
wellheads will be barely perceptible as
illumination within the middle ground
and background of the view. This will
be seen alongside light from scattered
residential properties in the
background and passing vehicles along
the B5081.
Wellheads H518 will be largely
screened from view by intervening
lines of hedgerow vegetation.
Wellhead H519 will be partially visible,
although views will be heavily filtered.

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Operational Phase Effects
Description of Effects
Magnitude
of Change
poles, the magnitude of change is
considered to be negligible.

KGSL

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significance

High

High

12

13

Negligible

At night, temporary construction task
lighting associated with the GPP and
wellhead H501 within the background of
the view will be faintly perceptible. This
will be taken alongside light from passing
vehicles along King Street within the
foreground of the view.
Construction activities around wellhead
H504 will be clearly visible in the left
middle ground of the view at a distance
of approximately 350 m. In addition the
drilling rigs associated with a H505 and
H507 will be discernible in the left and
centre middle ground respectively,
although views of lower elements will be
partially filtered by intervening
vegetation. This activity will be
temporary in nature and will be visible
alongside existing human influences,
Medium

Small

Construction Phase Effects
Magnitude
of Change

Tall plant used to construct the GPP will
be discernible in the left background of
the view at a distance of approximately
850 m. Intervening vegetation and
topography will, however, restrict views
of other construction activities around
the GPP. Rising topography and
hedgerow vegetation within the right
middle ground will restrict views towards
construction activities around well H501,
although the top of the drilling rig will be
visible above this. These activities will be
temporary in nature and viewed
alongside existing pylons and the busy
King Street.

view.

Description of Effects

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Sensitivity

Viewpoint
ref.

8

Moderate

Not
significant

Minor

Significance

At night, low level on-demand security
lighting associated with the GPP and
wellhead H501 within the background
of the view will be barely perceptible.
This will be taken alongside light from
passing vehicles along King Street
within the foreground of the view.
Wellhead H504 will be visible in the left
middle ground of the view at a
distance of approximately 350 m.
Views, however, will be partially
filtered by intervening hedgerow
vegetation and will feature pre-existing
pylons and telegraph poles. The
GMC3a and wellheads H505 and H507
will be present within the background
of the view but will be largely
imperceptible from this location. The
view from this location during

The Project will be largely screened
from view, although the top of the
Emergency Cold Vent will be visible in
the left background of the view at a
distance of approximately 1km. This
will be seen alongside existing pylons
within the background.

Small

Negligible

Negligible

Operational Phase Effects
Description of Effects
Magnitude
of Change
background of the view.

Minor

KGSL

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significance

High

14

Small

Negligible

At night, temporary construction task
lighting associated with wellhead H515
will be perceptible as illumination in the
centre middle ground. This will be visible
alongside light from vehicles passing
along the B5081 within the foreground.

Small

The 25 m high drilling rig associated with
wellhead H515 will be visible in the
centre middle ground at a distance of
approximately 170 m. Views of other
associated construction activities will,
however, be heavily filtered by
intervening hedgerow vegetation in the
middle ground. Tall plant used to
construct the GMC3a and the drilling rigs
associated with a number of other
wellheads will also be perceptible within
the background, although visible
alongside pre-existing pylons and
telegraph poles.

At night, temporary construction task
lighting associated with wellhead H504
will be visible in the left middle ground.
In addition illumination from task lighting
around a number of wellheads will be
faintly perceptible in the centre and right
of the background. This will be visible
alongside light spill from residential
properties in the foreground.

Construction Phase Effects
Magnitude
of Change
including pylons, telegraph poles and
farm buildings.
The view from this location during
construction is illustrated in Figure 14.22a
(Landscape Annex B).
Description of Effects

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Sensitivity

Viewpoint
ref.

9

Not
significant

Minor

Minor

Significance

At night, low level on-demand security
lighting associated with wellhead H515
will be barely perceptible as
illumination in the centre middle
ground. This will be visible alongside
light from vehicles passing along the

At night, low level on-demand security
lighting associated with wellhead H504
will be visible in the left middle ground.
In addition illumination from security
lighting around a number of wellheads
will be faintly perceptible in the centre
and right of the background. This will
be visible alongside light spill from
residential properties in the
foreground.
The Project will be largely screened
from view from this location. The
GMC3a will be just perceptible in the
centre background of the view next to
the existing pylon within an area of
slightly raised topography.

Negligible

Negligible

Small

Operational Phase Effects
Description of Effects
Magnitude
of Change
operation is illustrated in Figure 14.22
(Landscape Annex B).

KGSL

Not
significant

Not
significant

Minor

Significance

High

Low

15

16

At night, construction task lighting
associated with a number of wellheads
will be barely perceptible as illumination
within the background of the view.

Negligible

At night, construction task lighting
associated with the Project will be largely
imperceptible.
The drilling rigs associated with a number
of wellheads, including H512, H513, and
H515, will be perceptible in the
background at a distance of over 800 m.
Views, however, will be partially filtered
by intervening trees. This activity will be
visible alongside a prominent series of
pre-existing pylons.
Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Construction Phase Effects
Magnitude
of Change

This viewpoint is located over 1.75 km
from the nearest Project element.
Therefore construction activities will be
largely imperceptible from this location.

Description of Effects

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Sensitivity

Viewpoint
ref.

10

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significance

At night, on-demand security lighting
associated with a number of wellheads
will be barely perceptible as
illumination within the background of
the view.

At night, on-demand security lighting
associated with the Project will be
largely imperceptible.
The Project will be largely screened
from view by intervening hedgerow
vegetation and trees from this location.

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Operational Phase Effects
Description of Effects
Magnitude
of Change
B5081 within the foreground.
The Project will be imperceptible from
Negligible
this location.

KGSL

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significance

Annex 3

Revised Book of Reference Table 1 and revised legend to the Land plans (Question
8.2)

Book of Reference – Keuper Gas Storage Project
(Application reference EN030002)

New Interests / Rights to be Acquired and Private Rights to be
Extinguished
For the purposes of the Book of Reference, the acquisition of land, the acquisition of various
rights, the power to use land temporarily and the extinguishment of private rights has been
classified as set out in table 1, below. In part 1 of the Book of Reference, the interest and /
or right to be acquired in respect of each plot has been identified by reference to the classes
set out in table 1.
Table 1 – classification of interests and rights to be acquired / rights to be extinguished
Class

Nature of Interest / Right(s) to be acquired

A (freehold)

Land to be Acquired Pursuant to Article 19 20 of the Order:
All interests (Freehold of surface and subsurface)
Private Rights to be extinguished Pursuant to Article 2930 of the
Order:
All rights in surface and subsurface

B
(subsurface Land to be Acquired Pursuant to Articles 1920 and 2223 of the Order:
freehold only)
All interests in subsoil (including Freehold of subsurface minerals)
Private Rights to be extinguished Pursuant to Article 2930 of the
Order:
All rights in subsurface
C (surveys)

New Rights to be Acquired in the Land Pursuant to Article 2122 of the
Order:
The right in, over and under that land, for the undertaker and all
persons authorised on its behalf for purposes of construction,
operation, maintenance and decommissioning of the Authorised
Development to enter, pass and repass with or without vehicles,
plant, machinery and other equipment at all times in order to:•

Carry out soil tests, surveys, site inspections, make trial
boreholes;

Class

D (construction)

Nature of Interest / Right(s) to be acquired

•

Install, retain, use, maintain, test, adjust, examine, repair,
replace and renew level monitoring equipment and stations
and to enter the land for the purpose of monitoring and
inspecting said monitoring equipment and stations to a depth
of 10 m;

•

Undertake ecological surveys including but not limited to,
trees, hedgerows, bats, badgers, great crested newts, otters,
lesser silver water beetles, water voles, breeding birds,
wintering birds and any other associated flora and fauna;

•

Undertake landscaping and habitat improvement works
including but not limited to the planting of trees and
hedgerow plants, installation, and maintenance of amphibian
hibernacula, improvements to existing ponds and also
including works and surveys in accordance with
recommendations or licences issued by relevant regulatory
bodies;

•

Undertake works to decommission the Authorised
Development and reinstate the land including any surveys,
landscaping and habitat improvement works or works done in
accordance with any decommissioning plan submitted in
accordance with the requirements of the DCO.

New Rights to be Acquired in the Land Pursuant to Article 2122 of the
Order:
The right in, over and under that land, for the undertaker and all
persons authorised on its behalf for purposes of construction,
operation, maintenance and decommissioning of the Authorised
Development to enter, pass and repass with or without vehicles,
plant, machinery and equipment at all times in order to:•

Retain, drill, install, lay, construct, use (for the Solution Mining
of cavities and the extraction, transmission, injection, and
removal of gas), inspect, maintain, repair, replace, renew,
clean, connect to, sever connections with, make safe,
examine, alter, adjust, supplement, test and support conduits,
pipes, vertical wells and internal operational pipeline strings
and other apparatus including monitoring equipment from the
surface of the land downwards to a depth of no greater than

Class

Nature of Interest / Right(s) to be acquired
1000 metres;

E (access road)

•

Retain, use, inspect, maintain, replace, repair, renew, remove,
clean, connect to, sever connections with, examine, alter,
adjust, supplement, test pipelines for gas transmission, Brine,
water and nitrogen supply (including any additional pipelines,
cables, ducts, devices, power lines or materials) and have
uninterrupted access to any un-built land;

•

Retain, install, construct, use, inspect, maintain, repair, renew,
make safe, examine and alter roadways (to the extent not yet
constructed) and thereafter to enter, pass and repass, and
undertake works including tarmacking, installing speedbumps,
other resurfacing works, constructing and maintaining
pavements, improving the road or the junction and installing
non conductive poles to a height of 6 metres, electric access
gates and security measures;

•

Retain, use, inspect, maintain, repair, renew, remove,
examine, alter and adjust ground and aerial marker posts,
gates, steps, stiles, special lock gates and protective concrete
slabs to facilitate, inspect and maintain the pipelines or for
protecting the pipelines;

•

Carry out soil tests, surveys, site inspections, make trial
boreholes.

New Rights to be Acquired in the Land pursuant to Article 2122 of the
Order:
The right in, over and under that land, for the undertaker and all
persons authorised on its behalf for purposes of construction,
operation, maintenance and decommissioning of the Authorised
Development to enter with or without vehicles, plant, machinery and
equipment at all times in order to:•

Retain, install, construct, use, inspect, maintain, repair, renew,
make safe, examine and thereafter to enter, pass and repass
with or without vehicles and to undertake works including
tarmacking, installing traffic control measures including
speedbumps, resurfacing works, and to alter or otherwise
improve the road and or the junction alignment and installing

Class

Nature of Interest / Right(s) to be acquired
non conductive poles to a height of 6 metres, electric access
gates and security measures with or without vehicles;
•

Install, lay, construct, use, inspect, maintain, repair, replace,
renew, clean, connect to, sever connections with, make safe,
examine, alter, adjust, supplement, test and support conduits,
pipes, cables, ducts, devices, power lines or materials and
other apparatus including monitoring equipment;

•

Retain, use, inspect, maintain, repair, renew, remove,
examine, alter and adjust ground and aerial marker posts,
gates, steps, stiles, special lock gates and protective concrete
slabs to facilitate, inspect and maintain the pipelines or for
protecting the pipelines.
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